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Electrical transports in the La22xSrxCoO4 system (0.254
x41.10) below room temperature were investigated by bulk
conductivities and dielectric properties in polycrystalline speci-
mens. The bulk conductivities were obtained by complex-plane
impedance analyses. For x41.00, every specimen contains a di-
electric relaxation process which yields the electron transfer
integral, J. The J values in these specimens meet the require-
ments for hopping conduction of nonadiabatic small polarons.
The relation between the energy required for the conduction and
the energy responsible for the dielectric relaxation also ensures
the nonadiabatic polaronic conduction. The peculiarity due to
the ordered state shows up in the conduction at x50.50. For
x51.00, every specimen involves a transition from the high
temperature conduction process to the low temperature one. The
transition point is near the Curie temperature, which indicates
the strong correlation between spin alignment and carriers
and also the change of the nature of carriers at the Curie point.
( 1998 Academic Press

INTRODUCTION

The discovery of high ¹
C

cuprate superconductors with
layered structures like the K

2
NiF

4
-type, a two-dimensional

analog of the perovskite-type (1), have rekindled interest
and underscored the importance of the strongly correlated
electron systems not only from the scientific point of view
but also from an application viewpoint. Emin tried a theor-
etical interpretation on the high ¹

C
superconductivities in

terms of large bipolarons (2—4). If in fact polaronic conduc-
tion plays an important role in electrical transports in
strongly correlated oxides, then it is of great importance to
investigate whether the in-plane electronic transport of large
bipolarons is also plausible in noncuprate oxides with
layered structures or whether the exceptional conduction
occurs only in the cuprate layered oxides, which become
superconductors at low temperatures. To this end, the
present work employs the La

2~x
Sr

x
CoO

4
system as an

illustrative example because this system is in a homologous
series with the K

2
NiF

4
structures (5—9) and there are no
176
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experiments on the electrical transports at rather low tem-
peratures. The traditional interpretation based on the ex-
periments at high temperatures (around 500K) holds that
the conduction is due to hopping processes of adiabatic
small polarons (10—12). However, this interpretation re-
quires more direct support.

The electronic transport properties of large and small
polarons are qualitatively different from one another. Large
polarons move with significant mobilities that fall with
increasing temperature. By contrast, small polarons move
with very low mobilities that increase with increasing tem-
perature (13). Large polarons are rather itinerant and the dc
conductivity has a form of pJexp (!E/k

B
¹) where E is the

energy for generating carriers and k
B

is Boltzmann’s con-
stant. Small polarons are rather localized because they are
formed when the short-range components of the electron-
phonon interaction predominate. The hopping process has
a high probability of involving a dielectric relaxation as the
carriers are excited from the potential wells associated with
their self-trapping (14—21). There are two sorts of small
polarons, i.e., an adiabatic small polaron and a non-
adiabatic small polaron (13). These small polarons have the
characteristic temperature dependencies of conductivities,
i.e., p )¹cJexp (!E/k

B
¹), c"1 for the adiabatic case and

3/2 for the nonadiabatic case, where the dominant compon-
ent of E is the hopping energy of small polarons, ¼

H
.

However, it is practically difficult to identify the type of
small polarons using only temperature dependence of con-
ductivities because the conductivities subject to the
adiabatic polaronic condition satisfy the nonadiabatic tem-
perature dependence as well. A hopping process of
nonadiabatic small polarons must meet several require-
ments for the electron transfer integral between neighboring
hopping sites, which are then to be the criteria for judging
whether the nonadiabatic hopping conduction is predomi-
nant (13, 22—25).

The crystallographic structures and magnetic properties
of the La

2~x
Sr

x
CoO

4
system are well investigated (5, 6,

9—12, 26—32). As for the electrical transports, however, there
are only a limited number of studies treating the conduction
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behavior at rather high temperatures (10—12, 32). Le Cous-
tumer et al. (10) and Matsuura et al. (11, 12) interpreted their
results in terms of hopping adiabatic small polarons. Mat-
suura et al. suggested that the electronic structure of Co-3d
levels split by the partial removal of the electronic degener-
acy played an important role in the electronic transports in
this system; their argument was based on a Mott-Hubbard
insulator (11, 12). In light of the ZSA theory (33), however,
the optical study on LaSrMO

4
(M"Cr, Mn, Fe, and Co)

by Morimoto et al. yielded the charge transfer (CT) gap
of 1 eV in LaSrCoO

4
(34). The energy gap between the

split Co-3d levels is remarkably narrow compared with CT
band gaps (6, 7, 35). The positive thermopower in this
system indicates that the doped holes are the majority
carriers (11, 12).

Though the conduction experiments on the La
2~x

Sr
x

CoO
4

system at rather high temperatures obtain the results
favoring of the polaronic scenario, more direct evidence is
required. Dielectric properties can provide very important
information regarding small polaron dynamics, as shown in
our previous reports (17—21). The ‘‘conduction’’ described
here means the bulk conduction and does not include the
boundary conduction. The single crystal approach is the
most straightforward and the most usual. Matsuura et al.
(11) and Morimoto et al. (32, 34) succeeded in preparation of
single crystals of this system, and their results should be
referred to very carefully. Even if polycrystalline specimens
are employed, however, the complex-plane impedance anal-
ysis can distinguish the bulk conduction from others
(36—38). The impedance analysis would then provide very
important results, leading directly to the real feature of the
electrical transports in this system.

Matsuura et al. (11) reported activation energies less than
0.5 eV required for conduction in the La

2~x
Sr

x
CoO

4
sys-

tem at high temperatures around 500K. Morimoto et al.
(34) obtained a similar result. Electronic conduction with
such a low activation energy takes place even below room
temperature. Furthermore, a dielectric relaxation due to
a hopping process of small polarons with such a low activa-
tion energy also shows up generally below room temper-
ature at the applied frequencies of alternating fields less than
1 MHz (17—21).

From this point of view, using a combination of the bulk
conductivity and dielectric measurements, the present work
will investigate the transport properties in the La

2~x
Sr

x
CoO

4
system (0.254x41.10) below room temperature.

EXPERIMENTS

The La
2~x

Sr
x
CoO

4
specimens (x"0.25, 0.50, 0.75, 1.00,

1.05, and 1.1) were prepared by the conventional solid state
synthesis technique. La

2
O

3
, Co

3
O

4
, and SrCO

3
(4N) pow-

ders were used. First, the mixed powders were calcined in air
at 1200°C for one day. After being ground and mixed well,
this heating process was repeated. Then the powders were
pressed into pellets and sintered in pure flowing nitrogen at
1350°C for one day for x40.50 and in pure flowing oxygen
for two days for x50.75. CuKa X-ray diffraction of every
specimen showed a single phase. The diffraction pattern of
the orthorhombic La

2
CoO

4
agrees well with the data in

JCPDS (Code 34—1081). There are no JCPDS codes for
other specimens, but the lattice parameters calculated using
the X-ray diffraction data are nearly equal to those of
Matsuura et al. (11). The densities of the sintered specimens
were about 90% of the theoretical values, which were cal-
culated using the lattice constants obtained in X-ray
measurements.

Capacitance and impedance were obtained as functions
of temperature by the four terminal pair ac impedance
measurement method, using an HP 4284A precision LCR
meter with a frequency range of 30Hz to 1 MHz. The
measured values of capacitance and impedance were correc-
ted by calibrating capacitance and resistance of leads to
zero. Flat surfaces of the specimens were coated with an
In—Ga alloy in 7 : 3 ratio by a rubbing technique for an
electrode. Evaporated gold was also used for the electrode
but no significant difference was found in experimental
results. A Maxwell-Wagner type polarization due to hetero-
geneity in a specimen was excluded because there is no
significant difference in frequency dependency of dielectric
constant at 200K even if the thickness of the specimen is
reduced to half.

A Keithley 619 resistance bridge, an Advantest TR 6871
digital multimeter, and an Advantest R 6161 power supply
were used for dc conductivity measurements by the four
probe method. The copper constantan pre calibrated at
4.2, 77, and 273K was used for the temperature meas-
urements.

Following the detailed account of the theoretical treat-
ment (36—38), the complex-plane impedance analyses were
carried out. Usually, in polycrystalline ceramics, three inde-
pendent semicircular arcs show up in the impedance plots
where the real part (Z@) of the total impedance is plotted
against the imaginary part (Z@@) as a parametric function of
frequency f, i.e., the highest-frequency arc corresponding to
the bulk conduction, the intermediate one due to the
conduction across the grain boundary, and the lowest-
frequency arc coming from the transport across the elec-
trode-specimen interface. The resistance values of the circuit
elements are obtained from the real axis intercepts. Figure 1
depicts complex-plane impedance plots at several temper-
atures for x"0.25. The solid line curves were determined
by the least-mean-square analyses. Since the lowest-fre-
quency arc was not observed in every specimen throughout
the frequency range employed in the present work, there
must be no electrode polarization in the electrode-specimen
interfaces. The highest-resistance value of the intermediate
arc is the total resistance in grains and boundaries.



FIG. 1. The complex-plane impedance plots at 220, 250, and 280 K for
x"0.25. Z@ and Z@@ are the real and imaginary parts of the total impedance
at each applied frequency.

FIG. 2. Three Arrhenius relations of p )¹3@2 vs 1/¹ for x"1.00,
employing the bulk conductivity obtained from the real axis intercept of
the highest frequency arc in the impedance analyses, the conductivity
estimated from the highest resistance of the intermediate semicircular arc,
and the dc conductivity obtained by the four-probe method.
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Figure 2 plots Arrhenius relations of p )¹3@2 and 1/¹
for LaSrCoO

4
(x"1.00), employing three sorts of con-

ductivity, i.e., the conductivity obtained from the highest
resistance of the highest-frequency arc (i.e., the bulk
conductivity), the one estimated from the highest resistance
of the intermediate arc, and the dc conductivity measured
by the four-probe method. Since the plots of the dc conduc-
tivities and the ones obtained from the highest resistances of
the intermediate arcs overlap one another, the four-probe
method measures the total resistance in grains and bound-
aries.

Employing the bulk conductivities, Fig. 3a shows the plots
of the Arrhenius relations of p )¹3@2 and 1/¹ for x"0.25,
0.50, 0.75, and 1.00 at ¹'220K; similar relations are
plotted in Fig. 3b for x"1.00, 1.05, and 1.10 at ¹'70K.
The impedance analysis on the specimen of x"0.25 was
impractical below 190K because of the high resistance. The
inset in Fig. 3a illustrates the relationship between p and
¹ for x"0.25. At 200 K, p:2]10~7)~1 cm~1. In case of
such a high resistivity, every impedance plot at f41MHz is
close to the origin and the highest-frequency arc is barely
obtained by the aid of the least-mean-square analysis. At
lower temperatures, the resistivity increases more and fre-
quencies lower than the minimum in the present experiment
are required. At ¹'315K, conversely, frequencies higher
than the maximum in the present experiment, i.e., 1MHz,
are necessary. A similar situation holds in every specimen
but the upper and lowest temperatures vary from specimen
to specimen.

At ¹'220K in Fig. 3a, there is a linear portion in every
specimen for x41.00. The activation energies are 0.56, 0.68,
0.43, and 0.38 eV for x"0.25, 0.50, 0.75, and 1.00, respec-
tively. As described in the Introduction, these plots also
satisfy the Arrhenius relations of p )¹ and 1/¹ with activa-
tion energies slightly lower than those obtained in Fig. 3a,
approximately by 0.02 eV. The energies in nonadiabatic
Arrhenius plots are nearly equal to the results of Matsuura
et al. (11) and Morimoto et al. (32) but naturally a little
higher because they employed adiabatic Arrhenius plots. As
shown in Fig. 3b, every specimen has two thermally ac-
tivated conduction processes for x51.00. The deviation
from the high temperature conduction process with decreas-
ing temperature occurs at &200, \195, and \190K for
x"1.00, 1.05, and 1.10, respectively. It is very interesting
that these temperatures are very near the Curie point, which
decreases from \220 K to \200K as x increases from 1.0 to
1.1, although Curie temperatures are somewhat high (31).
The activation energies required for the high-temperature
processes are 0.38, 0.20, and 0.16 eV, and those for the low-
temperature ones are 0.13, 0.083, and 0.079 eV for x"1.00,
1.05, and 1.10.



FIG. 3. Arrhenius relations of p )¹3@2 vs 1/¹ for (a) x"0.25, 0.50, 0.75, and 1.00 at ¹'220 K and (b) x"1.00, 1.05, and 1.10 at ¹'70 K, where p is
the bulk conductivity. Solid lines represent thermally activated conduction processes; there are two conduction processes in each specimen for x51.00.
The inset demonstrates the relationship between p and ¹ for x"0.25.
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In every specimen, a relaxation process appears in dielec-
tric loss tangent (tan d) and electric modulus (imaginary
part, MA). Figure 4 plots realistic loss tangent and electric
modulus as a function of applied frequency at several tem-
FIG. 4. (a) Frequency dependencies of loss tangent, tan d, and (b
peratures for x"1.05 as an example. The realistic dielectric
loss tangent values are obtained by subtracting low-fre-
quency contributions in a method similar to Lalevic et al.
(39). In each specimen of x"1.05 and 1.10, it should
) electric modulus, MA, at 120, 140, 160, and 180 K for x"1.05.
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be noted that the dielectric relaxation occurs in the
ferromagnetic regime below the Curie point, where the low-
temperature, thermally activated process governs conduc-
tion. A dielectric relaxation process corresponding to the
high-temperature, thermally activated conduction process
in these specimens requires frequencies much higher than
the maximum in the present study.

DISCUSSION

The bulk conductivities plotted in Fig. 3 seem surely to
favor the polaronic scenario in the electrical transports of
the La

2~x
Sr

x
CoO

4
system, as suggested in previous reports

(10—12). The Arrhenius relation in Fig. 3 represents the
nonadiabatic scheme, but this analysis requires more direct
evidence, which is available in the dielectric results of Fig. 4.

The dielectric behavior in the La
2~x

Sr
x
CoO

4
system is

described approximately by Debye’s theory (40, 41). At
a temperature ¹, then, the loss tangent and the electric
modulus have maxima at the resonance frequencies,
f
5!/d and f

M
, respectively, i.e., (tand)

.!9
"(e

0
!e

=
)/2Je

0
e
=

at f
5!/d"Je

0
/e

=
/2nq and M

.!9
"(e

0
!e

=
)/2(e

0
e
=
) at

f
M
"(e

0
/e

=
)/2nq, where e

0
and e

=
are the static and high-

frequency dielectric constant, and q is the relaxation time at
¹, which has a form of q"q

0
exp(Q/k

B
¹), Q being the

activation energy required for the dielectric relaxation. In
the polaronic scenario (17—21), the activation energy is the
hopping energy, i.e., Q"¼

H
. In the nonadiabatic case,

q
0
"2+(¼

H
k
B
¹)1@2/n1@2J2, where J is the electron transfer

integral between neighboring hopping sites and + is Planck’s
constant divided by 2n (42, 43).

Using the frequencies yielding the maxima of the loss
tangent and electric modulus, one has the relation
( f

5!/d)2¹1@2/f
M
"[J2/4n1@2+ (¼

H
k
B
)1@2] exp(!¼

H
/k

B
¹).

For x41.00, Fig. 5a plots the Arrhenius relations of
( f

5!/d)2¹1@2/f
M

and 1/¹ at ¹'220 K, which yield ¼
H
"

0.47, 0.58, 0.41, and 0.35 eV and J"0.004, 0.016, 0.0009,
and 0.0008 eV for the specimens x"0.25, 0.50, 0.75, and
1.00, respectively. According to Holstein and Emin (42, 43),
nonadiabatic small polaron conduction demands the fol-
lowing two conditions for the electron transfer integral
J; J(4¼

H
; and J((¼

H
k
B
¹)1@4(+u

OL
)1@2, where u

OL
is the

frequency of the longitudinal optical mode. The frequency
values of the La

2~x
Sr

x
CoO

4
system are not yet available

but experimental values for similar materials lie in the range
1013—1014 s~1 (44, 45). The first condition holds in these
specimens because J(¼

H
. Employing u

OL
:1013 s~1 and

¹:220K, the magnitudes of (¼
H
k
B
¹)1@4(+u

OL
)1@2 are cal-

culated to be 0.018, 0.019, 0.018, and 0.017 eV for x"0.25,
0.50, 0.75, and 1.00, which are larger than J values in
these specimens. This assessment definitely meets the re-
quirements for nonadiabatic hopping conduction. Conse-
quently the nonadiabatic Arrhenius plots in Fig. 3a are
justified. Furthermore, the electrical transport of large po-
larons is excluded in this system because the carrier mobil-
ity, which is proportional to exp(!¼

H
/k

B
¹), increases with

increasing temperature.
The activation energy required for conduction due to

a hopping process of small polarons is the sum of the
hopping energy, ¼

H
, and half of the potential difference

between a free polaron and a polaron bound to a trap, ¼
O
,

i.e., E"¼
H
#¼

O
/2 (17—21). Disordered energy is omitted

here because it is generally negligibly small in crystalline
bulks compared with ¼

H
, even less than the experimental

error in the determination of ¼
H

(46). The hopping energies
for x"0.25, 0.50, 0.75, and 1.00 have already been obtained
using the frequencies, f

5!/d and f
M
, as shown in Fig. 5a. There

is another dielectric relation which yields the value for ¼
O
,

i.e., (tan d)2
.!9

¹/MA
.!9

Jexp(!¼
O
/2k

B
¹) (18—21). As shown

in Fig. 6a, the straight lines in Arrhenius relations of
(tan d)2

.!9
¹/MA

.!9
and 1/¹ yield ¼

O
/2"0.11, 0.09, 0.03, and

0.03 eV for x"0.25, 0.50, 0.75, and 1.00, respectively. The
sum of the energies obtained independently in Figs. 5a and
6a is very close to the activation energy in Fig. 3a for every
specimen of x41.0.

With increasing x from 0.25 to 0.50, the conductivities
decrease remarkably, whereas the conductivities increase as
x increases from 0.50 as shown in Fig. 3a. In the layered-
type perovskite oxides, a charge- and spin-ordered state is
frequently observed when the carrier concentration takes
a commensurate value (e.g., x"1/8, 1/3, or 1/2) (51—54). In
the La

2~x
Sr

x
CoO

4
system, the specimen of x"0.50 has the

lowest conductivities and the maximum hopping energy in
the temperature region where the impedance analyses are
possible. This feature agrees with the result of Morimoto et
al. (32). The ordered state results in a deep polaron state of
holes, that is, the polaron binding energy, ¼

P
, takes the

maximum value. Since the hopping energy is related to the
binding energy as ¼

H
"¼

P
/2!t@ where t@ is a quantity less

than the band width (13), the hopping energy in the ordered
state is also expected to take the maximum value. The
peculiarity at x"0.50 observed in this system might be due
to the commensurability of x with the lattice periodicity
and resultant real space ordering of the doped holes. This
speculation coincides well with the magnetic analysis of
Morimoto et al. (32).

There must be several reasons for the increment in con-
ductivity with x increasing from 0.50. In the spin-state
transition study by Morimoto et al. (32), the Co3` and
Co2` ions are in the HS state for x40.60, in the IS state for
0.804x41.00, and the transition from the HS state to the
IS state occurs for 0.604x40.80. In the HS state, the
nonadiabatic small polaron of a hole hops from Co3` to
Co2` ions via a t

2g level in the upper Hubbard band (32). In
the IS state, Morimoto et al. (32) consider the transfer of
eg electron of the neighbouring Co** to Co*** and argue
that the itinerant eg electrons (and/or holes) can mediate



FIG. 5. Arrhenius relations between ( f
5!/d)2¹1@2/f

M
and 1/¹ for (a) x"0.25, 0.50, 0.75, and 1.00 and (b) x"1.00, 1.05, and 1.10.
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a ferromagnetic interaction between the neighbouring Co
spins, analogous to the double-exchange mechanism (51).
The itinerant carriers enhance the electrical conduction and
consequently the conductivity increases as the amount of
itinerant carriers increases. In the present study, however,
the carriers are still localized even in the specimens with
x50.75 because these specimens undergo dielectric relax-
ation due to a hopping process of carriers, as shown in
Fig. 4, but the reduction of the hopping energy with increas-
ing x indicates that the carriers become more itinerant.
Referring to the positive Seebeck coefficients in the
La

2~x
Sr

x
CoO

4
system (11), the hopping process of the

nonadiabatic small polarons of holes via an eg level in
the lower Hubbard band must be predominantly respon-
sible for the electrical transports below room temperature
for 0.754x41.00.
Mobile nonadiabatic small polarons, i.e., free polarons,
are created by releasing holes trapped at imperfections by
¼

O
, which is the potential difference between a free polaron

and a polaron bound to a trap. Just like La
1~x

Sr
x
CoO

3
(52),

Sr2` ions must play a somewhat important role in the
formation of traps. With increasing x, ¼

O
decreases as

shown in Fig. 6a. Such a behavior could be explained by the
speculation that an increase in the repulsive Coulombic
interaction between Sr2` ions with increasing x increases
the potential level of the polaron bound to a trap, reducing
the potential difference.

For x51.00, the conduction feature differs considerably
from that in Fig. 3a. Even the specimen x"1.00 contains
a low-temperature conduction process, as do the specimens
x"1.05 and 1.10. Though there is no legitimate reason to
employ the nonadiabatic Arrhenius plots for x"1.05 and



FIG. 6. Arrhenius relations between (tand)2
.!9

¹/MA
.!9

and 1/¹ for (a) x"0.25, 0.50, 0.75, and 1.00 and (b) x"1.00, 1.05, and 1.10.
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1.10, Figure 3b follows the illustration in Fig. 3a for the sake
of convenience. The activation energies in the low-temper-
ature processes of these specimens are remarkably small
compared with those in the high-temperature processes.
These energies do not differ so much even if adiabatic
Arrhenius plots are used. The low-temperature conduction
takes place in the ferromagnetic regimes of these specimens
below Curie points (\220K—\200K) (31). Since the dielec-
tric relaxation processes in the specimens x"1.05 and 1.10
also show up below Curie points, as shown in Figs. 4a and
4b, J values in the high-temperature conduction processes
of these specimens are impossible to estimate using the
dielectric relaxations observed in the present study.

The Arrhenius relations of ( f
5!/d)2¹1@2/f

M
and 1/¹ are

demonstrated in Fig. 5b for the specimens x"1.00, 1.05,
and 1.10. The specimen x"1.05 contains the transition
from the high-temperature process to the lower-temper-
ature one; the transition point and the conduction result are
near the Curie temperature. There are, however, only
straight lines for x"1.00 and 1.10. The temperature region
in which the dielectric relaxation is observable in loss tan-
gent and electric modulus is very narrow in comparison
with the temperature region where the impedance analyses
are possible. Then, the plots in Fig. 5b for x"1.00 corres-
pond to the high-temperature conduction process, as dis-
cussed above, while the plots for x"1.10 are within the
temperature region of the low-temperature conduction pro-
cess. In fact, the activation energy for x"1.10 in Fig. 5b is
0.065 eV, which is very close to the energy required for the
low-temperature conduction process, i.e., 0.079 eV. As for
the specimen x"1.05, the activation energy in the low-
temperature process is estimated to be 0.064 eV, which is
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also competitive with the activation energy required for the
low-temperature conduction process, i.e., 0.083 eV. Further-
more, the energies required for the dielectric relaxations in
the ferromagnetic phases x"1.05 and 1.10 are practically
the same.

Figure 6b demonstrates the Arrhenius relations of
(tan d)2

.!9
¹/MA

.!9
and 1/¹ for x"1.00, 1.05, and 1.10. All

specimens have straight lines with ¼
O
/2"0.036, 0.025, and

0.013 eV for x"1.00, 1.05, and 1.10, respectively, and there
is no transition even in the specimen x"1.05. The sum of
¼

H
and ¼

O
/2 is nearly equal to the activation energy

required for the bulk conduction in the ferromagnetic phase
for x"1.05 and 1.10. The feature in Fig. 5b is surely
indicative of the strong correlation between local spin align-
ment and the hopping process of carriers in the ferromag-
netic phase. But the result in Fig. 6b suggests that local spin
alignment scarcely influences the polaron binding energy,
¼

P
, in the ferromagnetic phase; instead the long-range

Coulombic interaction looks rather important.
Though the present study unfortunately cannot elucidate

the real future of the carriers in the ferromagnetic
La

2~x
Sr

x
CoO

4
phase at low temperatures, the study on the

spin-state transition in La
1~x

Sr
x
CoO

3
by Yamaguchi et al.

(53) provides significant suggestions on this issue. When
even a very slight amount of Sr ions, i.e., x"0.002, is doped
into LaCoO

3
, the susceptibility drop due to the high-to-low

spin-state transition with decreasing temperature is sup-
pressed and instead a Curie-like contribution is remarkably
increased. Then an extended wave function of a 2p doped-
hole is expected to form a spin polaron whereas the hopping
process of adiabatic small polarons dominates the electrical
transport in nondoped LaCoO

3
(20). Mott and Davis (54)

do not think that spin polaron formation can give rise to
hopping motion in a perfect crystal. This must be mainly
because spin-gap values are generally very small and thus
undetectable experimentally. Emin et al. argue, however,
that the intra-atomic exchange due to spin-spin interac-
tions, in tandem with the very short component of the
electron-phonon interaction, localize carriers in ferromag-
nets (55, 56). Then, a hopping process of spin polarons could
be observable experimentally in ferromagnets, but with
a rather low activation energy. In fact, the spin polaron
picture is indicative of an extremely low activation energy
for a hopping process of spin polarons (55—59). Though
speculation like this indicates the possibility that spin polar-
ons could be the majority carrier in the ferromagnetic phase
of La

2~x
Sr

x
CoO

4
, more direct experimental evidence is

required.

CONCLUSION

Electrical transports in the La
2~x

Sr
x
CoO

4
system (x"

0.25, 0.50, 0.75, 1.00, 1.05, and 1.10) below room temperature
were investigated by bulk conductivities and dielectric
properties in polycrystalline specimens. The bulk conductiv-
ities were obtained by complexplane impedance analyses.
The positive Seebeck coefficients in the La

2~x
Sr

x
CoO

4
sys-

tem indicate that the doped holes are the majority carrier.
For x41.00, every specimen contains a dielectric relax-
ation process in loss tangent and electric modulus. The
relative relation of the frequencies yielding the maxima of
the loss tangent and modulus yield the hopping energy, ¼

H
,

and the electron transfer integral between neighbouring
hopping sites, J. These energies in every specimen meet the
requirements for nonadiabatic hopping conduction. An-
other dielectric relation between the maxima of the loss
tangent and modulus also provides the magnitude for the
potential difference between a free polaron and a polaron
bound to a trap, ¼

O
. The activation energy obtained in the

Arrhenius relation p )¹3@2 and 1/¹ at ¹'220 K is nearly
equal to the sum of ¼

H
and ¼

O
/2. These results indicate that

the electrical transports for x41.00 are described in terms
of a hopping process of nonadiabatic small polarons of
holes at ¹'220 K. A peculiarity due to the charge- and
spin-ordered state is observed in the conduction behaviour
at x"0.5.

For x51.00, every specimen involves the transition from
the high-temperature thermally activated conduction pro-
cess to the low-temperature one. The transition temperature
corresponds well to the Curie point. Thus the low-temper-
ature conduction takes place in the ferromagnetic phase.
There is also a transition in the relationship of the frequen-
cies yielding the maxima of the loss tangent and modulus for
x"1.05. As for x"1.00 and 1.10, there are only straight
lines, because the dielectric relaxation in the loss tangent
and the modulus appears in the high-temperature conduc-
tion region for x"1.00 and in the low-temperature conduc-
tion region for x"1.10. These results indicate the strong
correlation between local spin alignment and the hopping
process of carriers in the ferromagnetic phase. Though the
possibility that a spin polaron is the majority carrier in the
ferromagnetic phase is speculated, more direct experimental
evidence is required.
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